First of all I would like to express my appreciation
to GMJonathan "Jon"
BAIS Director of K.S.K Kalis-Silat-Kuntaw
and also thanks for GURO Elmer BAIS
for helping in rebuilding my self confident and for showing me how to protect
my self and my co-working from the dangerous life of Law Enforcement
business.
Hello. My name Vidor T. GUEVARA and I have been in Law Enforcement for 15
years. I am currentl¥ assigned in the warrant squad. N.C. T. F ( Northern
California Task Force) working in conjunction
with State Parole and FRET
Unit (FUGITIVE RECOVERYENFORCEMENTTEAM).
We are the suppression unit
and our primary job to locate, apprehend and bring them to justice. Every day
with deal with the low life and encounter with most dangerous fugitives on the
streets I.A. robbers, high risk sexual offender, gang members, high controlled
paroles and murders. Those people that have nothing to lose and total
disregard of human life, the scam of earth, end of the line type of people.
I would like to convey and express my gratitude to GM BAIS. Because he
showed me some self defense move that save my life and life of another law
enforcement
officer. I have managed to contml and disarm a dangerous suspect
who was arm with a knife and under the influence of drugs. Because of GM BAIS
TRESMANOSSYSTEMand
instructions.
I have learned to focus and rebuilt my
self confident..
Being in law enforcement
business is not a joke. The people we dealt with are
more dangerous and trained themselves with some kind of self defense from
prisQrr..My only adviGe tg my fellow police offiaerJ- tq!eep
up with you skills,
training and self preservation,
need to find out what's your handicap and palish
that skills. Keep on training and don't stop learning self preservation and street
survival is our bread and butter, so keep up the good work and carryon.
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